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Advanced cash recycling helps you 

connect with your customers in a 

whole new way. LTA-350 
Use the power of innovative LG CNS LTA-350 technology to increase efficiency, 

security and cost control in your branch—all while building better relationships with 

your customers. The most advanced cash recycling solution on the market, the user-

friendly LTA-350 can elevate service levels and increase profitability at the same time. 

USER-FRIENDLY 
 8” tilting touch screen is the largest in the industry, facilitating teller, multi-teller

orcustomerusedependingonselectedmode

 Easy-to-use, intuitive interfacefor operatorguidance

 Acceleratestransactiontimes and minimizes lines

EFFICIENT

 Automatic, unattended self-auditing 

 Continuous feed 

 Quick count functionality 

 Up to 12 notes per second 

CONVENIENT 

 Designed for a variety of branch footprints 

 Counter/pod/desk-friendly 

 Reduces the need for teller day chests 

 Compact door and drawer clearance ranges 

AFFORDABLE 
With flexible integration options and unmatched BranchServ support

and service, the LTA-350 makes advanced cash recycling a cost-effective 

solution for your bank or credit union. 

See the LG CNS LTA-350 difference for yourself. 
Email us at chipb@bpsands.com or visit www.bpsands.com. 

SECURE

 Serial number recognition 

 Operational cassettes accessible with electronic lock and key 

 Reduces cash access and floor risk 

 Eliminates need for drawers 

 Minimizes transfers and vault buys/sells 



LTA-350 SPECIFICATIONS:

 CassetteRecyclingStorageTechnology

 8"TiltingColorTouchScreen

 Up to 16,250 NotesDispenseOnly

 Up to 12,000 Notes Recyclable

 Speed:12Notes/Second

 Input Bin:600 Notes

 Reject Bin: 300 Notes

 Quick Count Functionality

 Continuous Feed

 Automatic, Unattended Self-auditing

 CassetteTamperIndicator

 SerialNumberRecognition

 Denomination Flexibility

 Embedded ErrorManagement

 Dimensions:14.7"Wx44.4"Dx26.8"H

See the 
LG CNS LTA-350 
difference for yourself. 

www.bpsands.com

chipb@bpsands.com

LG CNS, one of LG Corporation's affiliated companies, is renowned for its ability to deliver superior, 

user-friendly technology for both businesses and consumers throughout the world. Focused on the 

needs of financial institutions, the company offers technology solutions designed for teller efficiency 

and customer convenience. LG CNS is a leading provider of financial automation systems that include 

recycling ATMs, cash dispensers and cash recyclers. 

LG CNS LTA-350 is the Complete Solution 

to Reduce Costs and Increase Cash Security 


